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We have considered a two-particle Bell experiment to visualize the conict between rotationalinvariance of physical laws and a speci�c local realistic theory. The experiment is reproducibleby using a local realistic theory obtained in a two-setting Bell experiment. The generalized Bellinequality [J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 40, 13101 (2007)], which is derived under the assumption thatthere exists a rotationally invariant local realistic theory, turns out to disprove such a local realisticmodel existing with a two-setting experiment. This implies that such a model is not rotationallyinvariant and should, therefore, be ruled out in some situations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Local and realistic theories assume that physical prop-erties exist irrespective of whether they are measured andthat the result of measurement pertaining to one systemis independent of any other measurement simultaneouslyperformed on a di�erent system at a distance. As Bellreported in 1964 [1], certain inequalities that correlationfunctions of a local realistic theory must obey can be vio-lated by quantum mechanics. Bell used the singlet stateto demonstrate this. Likewise, a certain set of correlationfunctions produced by quantum measurements of a sin-gle quantum state can contradict local realistic theories.Since Bell's work, local realistic theories have been re-searched extensively [2{4]. Numerous experiments haveshown that Bell inequalities and local realistic theoriesare violated [5{7].In 1982, Fine presented [8] the following example: Aset of correlation functions can be described with theproperty that they are reproducible by local realistictheories for a system in two-partite states if and onlyif the set of correlation functions satis�es the completeset of (two-setting) Bell inequalities. This is generalizedto a system described by multipartite [9,10] states in thecase where two dichotomic observables are measured persite. We have, therefore, obtained the necessary and suf-�cient condition for a set of correlation functions to bereproducible by local realistic theories in the speci�c casementioned above.However, it was shown that such a \two-setting" localrealistic model is disquali�ed if one imposes rotational in-
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variance on local realistic models with respect to a mea-surement plane, where one has more than three spins[11]. Moreover, in a mixture of six-qubit Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states [12,13], a generalized Bellinequality, which is derived under the assumption thatthere exist rotationally invariant local realistic mod-els, disproves such a \two-setting" local realistic modelstronger than a generalized Bell inequality, which is de-rived under the assumption that there exist local realisticmodels that are rotationally invariant with respect to ameasurement plane [14].Rotational invariance states that the value of the cor-relation function cannot depend on the local coordinatesystems used by the observers. Therefore, we see thatsuch a \two-setting" local realistic model depends on thelocal coordinate systems used by the observers in somesituation. It was discussed [15] that there is a divisionamong the measurement settings, those that admit lo-cal realistic models that are rotationally invariant withrespect to a plane and those that do not. This is an-other manifestation of the underlying contextual natureof local realistic theories of quantum experiments.Here, we shall show that such a \two-setting" localrealistic model is disquali�ed even though one has onlytwo spins if we impose rotational invariance on local re-alistic models. This phenomenon can occur when thesystem is in a mixed two-qubit state. We analyze thethreshold visibility for two-particle interference to revealthe disquali�cation mentioned above. We found that thethreshold visibility is 0.75, which is more stringent thanthe one (2(2=�)2 � 0:81) reported in Ref. 11. The resultimplies that explicit \two-setting" local realistic modelscannot, in general, have the property that they are rota-tionally invariant.-2216-
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The importance of the result of this paper can be ad-dressed in conjunction with the convenience to createtwo-particle interference. In contrast, it is di�cult tocreate multi-particle GHZ-type interference. Hence, ourresult provides a method to disqualify a rotationally-invariant local realistic theory experimentally easier thanprevious discussions in Refs. 11 and 14.

II. OMNIDIRECTIONAL GENERALIZEDBELL INEQUALITY
In this section, we shall briey review the generalizedBell inequality presented in Ref. 14. Consider two spin- 12particles, each in a separate laboratory. Let us parame-terize the local settings of the jth observer with a unitvector ~nj with j = 1; 2. One can introduce the \Bell"correlation function, which is the average of the productof the local results:
E(~n1; ~n2; ) = hr1(~n1)r2(~n2)iavg; (1)

where rj(~nj) is the local result, �1, which is obtained ifthe measurement direction is set at ~nj . If the correlationfunction admits a rotationally invariant tensor structurefamiliar from quantum mechanics, we can introduce thefollowing form:
E(~n1; ~n2) = T̂ � (~n1 
 ~n2); (2)

where 
 denotes the tensor product, � the scalar productin R3�2 and T̂ is the correlation tensor, the elements ofwhich are given by
Ti1i2 � E(~x(i1)1 ; ~x(i2)2 ); (3)

with ~x(ij)j being a unit vector of the local coordinate sys-tem of the jth observer; ij = 1; 2; 3 gives the full setof orthogonal vectors de�ning the local Cartesian coor-dinates. The components of the correlation tensor areexperimentally accessible by measuring the correlationfunction at the directions given by the bases vectors inwhich the tensor is written. Suppose one knows the val-ues of all 32 components of the correlation tensor, Ti1i2 .Then, with the help of the formula in Eq. (2), one cancompute the value of the correlation function for all otherpossible sets of local settings.We shall derive a necessary condition for the existenceof a rotationally invariant local realistic model of the ro-tationally invariant correlation function in Eq. (2). Acorrelation function has a rotationally-invariant local re-alistic model if it can be written as
ELR(~n1; ~n2) = Z d��(�)I(1)(~n1; �)I(2)(~n2; �); (4)

where � denotes some hidden variable, �(�) is its dis-tribution and I(j)(~nj ; �) is the predetermined \hidden"result of the measurement of all the dichotomic observ-ables parameterized by any direction of ~nj . One can

write the observable (unit) vector ~nj in a spherical coor-dinate system as
~nj(�j ; �j) = sin �j cos�j~x(1)j

+sin �j sin�j~x(2)j + cos �j~x(3)j ; (5)
where ~x(1)j , ~x(2)j and ~x(3)j are the Cartesian axes relativeto which spherical angles are measured.The scalar product of the rotationally invariant localrealistic correlation function, ELR given in Eq. (4), withthe rotationally invariant correlation function, E givenin Eq. (2), is bounded by a speci�c number that dependson T̂ . We use the decomposition in Eq. (5) and introducethe usual measure d
j = sin �jd�jd�j for the system ofthe jth observer. It was proven [14] that

(ELR; E) = Z d
1 Z d
2ELR(�1; �1; �2; �2)
�E(�1; �1; �2; �2) � (2�)2Tmax; (6)

where Tmax is the maximal possible value of the corre-lation tensor component, maximized over choices of allpossible local settings:
Tmax = max�1;�1;�2;�2E(�1; �1; �2; �2): (7)

On the other hand, we have
(E;E) = (4�=3)2 3X

i1;i2=1T
2i1i2 : (8)

Therefore, the necessary condition for the existence ofa rotationally invariant local realistic model of rotation-ally invariant correlations that involve the entire rangeof settings reads
max X

i1;i2=1;2;3T
2i1i2 �

�32
�2 Tmax; (9)

where the maximization is taken over all independent ro-tations of local coordinate systems (or equivalently overall possible measurement directions).

III. VIOLATION OF ROTATIONALINVARIANCE OF LOCAL REALISTICMODELS
Consider two-qubit states:
�a;b = V j ih j+ (1� V )�noise (0 � V � 1); (10)

where j i is the singlet state as j i = 1p2 (j+a;�bi �j�a; +bi). �noise = 14I is the random noise admixture.The value of V can be interpreted as the reduction fac-tor of the interferometric contrast observed in the two-particle correlation experiment. The states j�ji are
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eigenstates of the z-component Pauli observable �kz forthe jth observer. Here, a and b are the labels of theparties (say Alice and Bob). One can show that if theobservers limit their settings to ~x(1)j = x̂j , ~x(2)j = ŷj and~x(3)j = ẑj , then one has

T11 = T22 = T33 = �V;T12 = T21 = 0;T13 = T31 = 0;T23 = T32 = 0: (11)
Thus, the maximal possible component of the correlationtensor is equal to Tmax = V . It is easy to see that

max X
i1;i2=1;2;3T

2i1i2 = 3V 2: (12)
Hence, the generalized Bell inequality is violated if V >34 .On the other hand, the set of experimental correla-tion functions is described with the property that theyare reproducible by \two-setting" local realistic theories.See the following relations along with the arguments inRef. 8;

jT11 � T12 + T21 + T22j � 2V � 2;jT11 + T12 � T21 + T22j � 2V � 2;jT11 + T12 + T21 � T22j = 0 � 2;jT11 � T12 � T21 � T22j = 0 � 2; (13)jT22 � T23 + T32 + T33j � 2V � 2;jT22 + T23 � T32 + T33j � 2V � 2;jT22 + T23 + T32 � T33j = 0 � 2;jT22 � T23 � T32 � T33j = 0 � 2; (14)jT11 � T13 + T31 + T33j � 2V � 2;jT11 + T13 � T31 + T33j � 2V � 2;jT11 + T13 + T31 � T33j = 0 � 2;jT11 � T13 � T31 � T33j = 0 � 2: (15)
Therefore, we haveZ d��(�)I(1)(~x(i)1 ; �)I(2)(~x(i)2 ; �) = �V; (16)
for i = 1, 2 and 3 andZ d��(�)I(1)(~x(i)1 ; �)I(2)(~x(j)2 ; �) = 0; (17)
for i 6= j.Please note that the singlet state is U1 
 U2 invariant[16]. Here, Uj are unitary matrices and U1 = U2. Hence,for the state �a;b, we have

Uy1 
 Uy2�a;bU1 
 U2 = �a;b: (18)
Therefore, one has \two-setting" local realistic modelsfor values of the correlations for the entire range in space

by using many unitary operations in the form U1 
 U2.That is, we haveZ d��(�)I(1)(U1~x(i)1 Uy1 ; �)I(1)(U2~x(i)2 Uy2 ; �)
= �V; (19)

for i = 1, 2 and 3 andZ d��(�)I(1)(U1~x(i)1 Uy1 ; �)I(1)(U2~x(j)2 Uy2 ; �)
= 0; (20)

for i 6= j.Please note that that these models in Eqs. (16,17) can-not be ruled out by any two-setting Bell inequality. The\two-setting" local realistic models in Eqs. (16,17) arein the following structure because we used only unitaryoperations in the form U1 
 U2; (U1 = U2):Z d��(�)I(1)(~n1; �)I(2)(~n2; �)
= � �V; ~n1 = ~n2;0; ~n1 � ~n2 = 0: (21)

Therefore, no two-setting Bell inequality can rule outthe models in Eqs. (16,17) because only \two-setting"local realistic models made by only commuting pairs ofobservables have nonvanishing values. Nevertheless, de-spite the fact that there exist \two-setting" local real-istic models for all directions in Eqs. (19,20) and everyU1
U2), these models cannot construct rotationally in-variant local realistic models and they are ruled out ifV > 34 .Thus, the situation is such that for any value of V ,one can construct a \two-setting" local realistic modelfor the values of the correlation functions for the set-tings chosen in the experiment (Eqs. 16,17). One wantsto construct an \omnidirectional" local realistic modelfor the entire range by using \two-setting" local realis-tic models by using many unitary operations in the formU1 
 U2 and U1 = U2 in (Eqs. 19,20), but these \two-setting" models must be consistent with each other, ifwe want to construct truly \omnidirectional" local re-alistic models beyond the 22 settings to which each ofthem pertains. Our result clearly indicates that this isimpossible for V > 34 . That is, \two-setting" modelsbuilt to reconstruct the 22 data points, when comparedwith each other, must be inconsistent; therefore, they areinvalidated. The \two-setting" models must contradicteach other. In other words, the explicit models given inRefs. 8-10 work only for the speci�c set of settings in thegiven experiment, but cannot be rotationally invariant;therefore, they are ruled out in some situations.
IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that a \two-setting" lo-cal realistic model is disquali�ed, even though one has
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only two spins, if we impose rotational invariance on lo-cal realistic models. This phenomenon can occur whenthe system is in a mixed two-qubit state. We analyzedthe threshold visibility for two-particle interference to re-veal the disquali�cation mentioned above. We found thatthe threshold visibility was 0.75, which is more stringentthan the one (2(2=�)2 � 0:81) reported in Ref. 11. Theresult implies that explicit \two-setting" local realisticmodels cannot have the property that they are rotation-ally invariant.
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